ERRATA SHEET: In Search of Destiny (Nov. 2012)

Please note: As of mid-November 2012 onward, these corrections and others mostly involving formatting changes will appear in all trade paperback copies of this book as well as in the Kindle e-book version available at Amazon as of Dec. 19, 2012.

p. 2. Chapter 1. Middle of the page. DELETE the comma and REPLACE with a period, in both cases: Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions occur approximately every 20 years, and they recur 59.575 59.575 times within one yuga. If you multiply 432 x 59.575-59.575, the result is 25,736 years...

p. 3. Last paragraph. Make change as shown: “... from 60 years up to 141-139 years…”

p. 12. Footnote #14. “McNamara was a Bomb Damage efficiency expert during WWII...”

p. 15. Line 2. INSERT “A” to read: “All results are dependent on...”

p. 43. Time-line. Entry 1610-1632 on Galileo Galilei. Wrong chronological order. This comes directly AFTER Dec. 18, 1603, WATER conjunction of JU-SA in Scorpio.

p. 43. Time-line. Entry 1610-1632 on Galileo Galilei. 1) Line 3. Make change, as shown: Copernicus. Copernicus. 2) Line 4. DELETE 1932 and REPLACE with 1632, as follows: 1932 1632. 3) REPLACE “he” with “Galileo.” 4) INSERT last phrase, as shown: “In 1632, Galileo writes his Dialogue on the Great World Systems, banned by the Church: 1633-1835.”


p. 81. Chapter 3. Martin Luther King, Jr. Center of chart. Chart #1: INSERT an “r” to read: Martin Luther King, Jr.

p. 81. Martin Luther King, Jr. Second quotation under the chart. DELETE the word “history” and INSERT three new words, as shown:
“The arc of history the moral universe is long, but it bends towards justice.”

p. 83. Martin Luther King, Jr. Next to last line of text: DELETE and INSERT as follows: “On Dec. 8, 1999 in a court case civil trial spearheaded by his widow...”

p. 88. Martin Luther King, Jr. Line 1 after quote, top of page: Fortune, prizes and discipline ... INSERT “of” as shown: The positions of Jupiter and Saturn...

p. 91. Martin Luther King, Jr. Item #2. Ph.D. received... Next to last line. DELETE and INSERT as shown: “…natally at 2:29 Gemini: Sagittarius.”

p. 93. Martin Luther King, Jr. Bottom of page. Item #8. Last line. DELETE and INSERT as shown: “…3- four degrees from King’s Ascendant.”


p. 157. Martha Graham. Bottom of the page. Last Line, last word on the page. DELETE “Seven” and INSERT the word “Five” – as shown: Seven Five planets in dual signs in the Navamsha chart show...

p.165. Julia Child. Paragraph 3. Line 8. DELETE “As 7th and 5th house lords... as given below. INSERT next phrase to replace and correct the current one:

“... marriage took place in the Jupiter-Mercury Dasha/Bhukti. As 7th and 5th lords, respectively, in the Taurus Ascendant chart... With Mercury as 5th lord and Jupiter placed in the 7th house of marriage, these two planets (both angular) with their mutual contact...

p.166. Julia Child. Paragraph 3. Line 1. DELETE and INSERT as shown: “The revolutionary quality of the evoking an Aries Ascendant is shown in this case as natal Mars in the 4th house contacts Ascendant lord Venus in the same house and sign.”

p.178. Chapter 5. Srinivasa Ramanujan. Astrological chart. Incorrect information for most planets. Degrees are correct, but not signs and nakshatras. CORRECT the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Rahu and Ketu as shown:

Mo 10:40 Lib Pis Swati U.Bhadra
Ma 15:54 Sag Vir Mula Hasta
Me 23:01 Sco Anuradha Jyeshta
Ju 3:23 Sco Vishakha Anuradha
Ra 19:27 Tau Can Rohini– Ashlesha
Ke 19:27 Sco Cap Jyestha Shravana

p.221 Peter Jennings. Paragraph 4 (next to last paragraph). Line 10. INSERT a “b” – as shown: “… debilitated in Libra is weaker than the birth chart Sun, even though corrected by Mars.”

p. 265. Chapter 6. Prince Charles. Birth data. CHANGE: 1) Longitude, 2) latitude and 3) Ascendant degree. (Ascendant degree is correct on p. 266.) Long. 00W06 00 Long. 00W10 00, Lat. 51N31 00 Lat. 51N30 00... Ascendant: 12:18 12:14 Cancer
p.268. Prince Charles. Bottom of page. Next to last line. DELETE and INSERT as shown in red font: “...reigning monarch since June 2, 1953 Feb. 6, 1952 (20 days into his Venus Dasha), the Queen has eclipsed her eldest son for obvious reasons.” (Use accession date, not coronation.)

p.286. Chapter 7. Yoganananda. Paragraph 3 after the quote. Line 6: INSERT and DELETE as shown: Navamsha Mercury, Lord of the 2nd house of income in the Navamsha chart, this Moon also indicates either is also situated in the 12th house, indicating either: 1) financial losses and/or expenses or 2) income from foreign sources.”

p.293. Maya Angelou. Middle of the page. Paragraph 4. Line 7 from the bottom. INSERT and DELETE, as shown: (Mercury is a karaka for voice, aspected contacted by Dasha lord Mars, as is which also aspects Moon in the 2nd house of speech.)

p.353. Chapter 8. John F. Kennedy. Last paragraph. Line 2. DELETE “7” and INSERT “9.” (See chapter 7.9 Introduction for more on why Venus-Mars contacts...)

p.398. Chapter 9. Adolf Hitler. Bottom of page. Footnote #229. Line 1. INSERT the word “from.” This topic is also discussed in Chapter 1 under FIRE TO EARTH Mutation period, 1901-1961, citing statistics from historian Timothy Snyder’s book,...

p.422. Adolf Hitler. Next to last paragraph. Next to last line. INSERT “which he,” as shown: “... a life-long fear of syphilis, which he considered ...”

p.428. Adolf Hitler. Bottom of page. Footnote #254. Line 1. INSERT and DELETE as shown: Hitler’s Last Will and Political Testimony, 11 ½- 35 ½ hours prior to his suicide: Translated in ...

p.442. Mahatma Gandhi. Paragraph 3. Line 7. DELETE and INSERT words, as shown: (Here we we have discussed two afflictions: the Papa Kartari yoga... (These are not yet discussed.)

p.442. Mahatma Gandhi. Next to last paragraph. Line 4. DELETE “Ketu” and REPLACE with “Saturn” – as shown: “... hemmed in by classic malefics ketu Saturn and Sun ...”

p.474. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. Next to last paragraph. Line 4 from the bottom of paragraph. Make CUTS and INSERTS, as shown: “… received close to $42 million for each year of during her second marriage, or nearly $7 million per year from 1968 through 1975.”

p.508. Glossary. Neecha Bhanga Raja yoga. Next to last line. INSERT a close parenthesis after the “5” – as shown: Sthe 5) the debilitated planet is exalted ...

p.511. Glossary. Sade Sati. Lines 2 & 3. ADD & DELETE words, as shown:
In Vedic astrology, it is a pivotal transit occurring every 22 ½ years. 28-29 years, when Saturn completes one full orbit around the Sun in 28-29 years.
ERRATA SHEET: In Search of Destiny (July 2013)

Please note: As of July 20, 2013 onward, these corrections and others mostly involving formatting changes will appear in all trade paperback copies of this book. They will appear in the Kindle e-book version from Aug. 9, 2013 onward.

p. 26. Chapter 1. Next to last paragraph. Line 6. ... with his Nobel Prize in Physics for the Theory of Relativity his discovery of the Photoelectric Effect. (This is given correctly in the section on Albert Einstein, Chapter 5.)

p. 37. Chapter 1. Paragraph 2. Line 6. DELETE segment and ADD text, as indicated:
...Yet it was fabricated from the outset, and admitted as such in 2004 at a Harvard University lecture and on video clips available on Youtube.com in 2003 by McNamara, and in declassified reports from the National Security Agency, 2005.

p. 177. Chapter 5. Introduction to Gemini Ascendant. Footnote #141. Line 2. INSERT Peter Jennings, as shown: “With natal Moon in Leo, Peter Jennings has Jupiter and Saturn forming a Raja Yoga...”

p. 205. Chapter 5. Steven Spielberg. Paragraph at top of page, starting Line 1. Please INSERT and DELETE words and phrases, as shown:
... though Spielberg finished his college degree after a hiatus of 34 years through special projects from spring 2001 up to spring in 2002, after a hiatus of 34 years. He he attained a Bachelor of Arts degree in Film Production and Electronic Arts, conferred in ceremonies held May 31, 2002. This occurred in his either Mercury-Rahu or Mercury-Jupiter period.


p. 364. Chapter 8. John F. Kennedy. First quote on page, by Richard Reeves. INSERT “p. 95” at end of line and make changes, including cap “A” on “Above” & “All” – as shown:


p. 515. Selected Bibliography. Classical Texts only. Same list as before, but all entries on this page are alphabetized under the titles of the works (how they are chiefly known), starting with Bhavartha Ratnakara, by Sri Ramanujacharya (presumed author), and ending with Uttara Kalamrita, by Kalidasa.

Appendix: Selected National Charts. Center of USA chart: INSERT “LMT” after 18:30, and center them, as shown: 18:30 LMT


Appendix: Selected National Charts. Center of India Independence chart: INSERT “IST” after 00:00, and center them, as shown: 00:00 IST

Index. Combustion. INSERT additional page numbers at the end, as shown: 413, 498-499

Index. Gaja Kesari yoga. NEW item. INSERT after “Gagarin, Yuri,” as shown: Gaja Kesari yoga 221, 364, 444, 501

Index. Pentagon Papers, The. NEW item. INSERT after “Pearl Harbor,” as shown: Pentagon Papers, The 348

Index. Sanyasin yoga. NEW item. INSERT before “Saraswati yoga,” as shown: Sanyasin yoga 381

ERRATA SHEET: *In Search of Destiny* (June 2014)

*Please note:* As of June 10, 2014 onward, these corrections and others mostly involving formatting changes will appear in all trade paperback copies of this book. They will appear in the Kindle e-book version from July 2, 2014 onward.

Chapter 1. Top of page. Line 3. DELETE and INSERT as shown: The invention-reality of the Internet in-from 1990 brought...


Chapter 8. Last paragraph: “Nakshatras” paragraph, Line 2: DELETE and INSERT as shown: Hasta 10:00 – 23:20 Taurus Virgo ...